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AbstractめWith the development of modern wireless communication technology, especially the vehicle 
infrastructureや integrationや〉VII《や technology╇やvehicles‒や informationやsuchやasや identification╇や location╇やandやspeedや
can be readily obtained at upstream cross-section. This information can be used to support traffic signal 
timing optimization in real time. A dynamic predictive traffic signal control framework for isolated 
intersections is proposed in a cross-sectional VII environment, which has the ability to predict vehicle 
arrivals and use which to optimize traffic signals. The proposed dynamic predictive control framework 
includesや aや dynamicや platoonや dispersionや modelや 〉DPDM《や whichや usesや theや vehicles‒や speedや dataや fromや
cross-sectional VII environment, as opposed to traditional vehicle passing/existing data, to predict the 
arriving flow distribution at the downstream stop-line. Then, a dynamic programming algorithm based on 
the exhaustive optimization of phases (EOP) is proposed working in rolling optimization (RO) scheme with 
a 2 seconds time horizon. The signal timings are continuously optimized by regarding the minimization of 
intersection delay as the optimization objective, and setting the green time duration of each phase as a 
constraint. In the end, the proposed dynamic predictive control framework is tested in a simulated 
cross-sectional VII environment and carried out a case study based on a real road network. The results show 
that the proposed framework can reduce the average delay and queue length by up to 33% and 35% 
respectively compared to traditional full-actuated control. 
 
Index TermsめDynamic Predictive Control; Cross-Sectional Vehicle Infrastructure Integration; Dynamic 
Platoon Dispersion Model; Exhaustive Optimization of Phases; Rolling Optimization.  
I. INTRODUCTION 
ITH the increase of automobiles in cities around the world, the consequent traffic congestion causes 
great social and economic costs. Traffic signal control plays an important role in relieving traffic 
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congestion. Traffic signal control theory has been established for over a century and a half, starting from 
the pioneering work of Webster [1]. Since then, research and development in traffic signal controls have 
experienced three levels of control methods: fixed-time control, actuated control, and responsive control. 
Fixed-time control is based on historically collected traffic counts data and assumes traffic demand to be 
constant╆や“ctuatedやcontrolやusesやpresetやrulesやtoやdynamicallyやadaptやsignalやtimingやbasedやonやdetectedやvehicle‒sや
passing/existing data. Responsive control used models to optimize the signal timing by analyzing detected 
traffic data in real time, in order to improve the performance and maximize the usage of intersection 
capacity [2-4]. There are a few widely used responsive traffic control systems in the world: SCATS [5] 
developed in Australia, SCOOT [6] developed in British, RODYN [7] and CRONOS [8] developed in 
France, UTOPIA [9] developed in Italy, and OPAC [10] and RHODES [11-12] developed in USA. 
Most of these existing control systems rely on traffic data from the conventional loop-detectors or video 
cameras which mainly collect the vehicle passing/existing data. While, dual-loop detectors can collect 
vehicles‒や speedやdata╇や butやthereや areやnotや requiredやforや actuatedや orや responsiveや control╆や Therefore╇や vehicles‒や
speed data is not detected in the field for traditional traffic signal control. Recently, the development of 
electronic and communication technology [13], especially the Vehicle Infrastructure Integration (VII) 
technique, has enabled the information exchange between vehicles and infrastructure through wireless 
communication by installing onboard units (OBUs) and roadside units (RSUs). OBU and RSU can 
communicate with each other through Dedicated Short Range Communications (DSRC) technology. In a 
VIIやenvironment╇やexceptやforやtheやtraditionalやtrafficやdata╇やotherやdataやsuchやasやanやindividualやvehicle‒sやID╇やspeedや
and even acceleration et al can be directly collected [14]. 
In this paper, a special type of VII environment is developed. In a cross-sectional VII environment, RSUs 
are installed at specific roadside cross-section(s). This cross-sectional VII environment is much easier to 
implement compared to floating VII environment. This is because that on the one hand its communication 
is only needed at a limited number of locations. On the other hand, the positioning is not required since the 
location of the cross-section is already known. The floating VII environment performs communication 
continuously (actually in a very small period), and needs an additional channel for positioning [14]. In 
China, the VII environment, especially the cross-sectional VII environment is developing very fast in recent 
years. For example, the city of Chongqing has installed Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) detection 
roadside units (RSUs) at more than 900 cross-sections, and electronic license plates have been mandatorily 
installed for all local vehicles. 
In a cross-sectional VII environment, RSUs are normally installed at road sections either on overhead 
gantries or under road surfaces. When vehicles pass the location, their IDs and speeds are transmitted to 
RSUs. In this paper, the real-time speed data collected in the upstream cross-sectional VII environment is 
used. Then, a dynamic platoon dispersion model [15] is developed to predict the arrival distribution at the 
downstream stop-line. The predicted arrival distributions can be used for signal timing optimization in real 
time. A dynamic programming (DP) algorithm called exhaustive optimization of phases (EOP) is proposed 
which includes the constraints of both minimum/maximum green times of each phase and considers the 
non-integer stage (or phase group) solutions by upgrading from the controlled optimization of phases 
(COP) [11] algorithm. Moreover, the proposed algorithm presented in this paper applies a rolling 
optimization (RO) scheme based on dynamic traffic arrival prediction in a cross-sectional VII environment. 
The rest of paper is organized as follows: in the second section, a literature review of VII technology and 
signal control methods is presented; in the third section, the dynamic predictive control framework is 
presented; in the fourth section, a microsimulation environment is constructed based on a real road 
network, and the proposed algorithm is tested using simulation data; last but not least, conclusions and 
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future works are discussed. 
II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
VIIやtechnologyやisやgainingやincreasingやattentionやsinceやvehicle‒やID╇やspeeds╇やandやlocationsやbecomeやavailableや
through the communication between OBUs and RSUs. In USA, the Federal Highway Administration 
〉FHW“《や supportedやUniversityや ofや“rizonaや toや developや theや ｠Next-GenerationやSmartや TrafficやSignalsをや 》ｱｶ『╇や
which is a VII technology based responsive signal control system: RHODESNG with IntelliDriveSM. 
Meanwhile╇や Virginiaや Universityや 》ｱｷ『や startedや theや projectや ofや ｠IntelliDriveSMや Trafficや Signalや Controlや
“lgorithmsを╇やwhichやaimed at developing traffic control strategies for relieving congestion by monitoring 
traffic queues using VII technology. 
Different from loop detector data, VII environment provide more information of the vehicle states, such 
as ID, speed and acceleration et al. By utilizing these data, traffic control decisions can be made to be more 
dynamically responsive to real-time traffic conditions. There have been several studies utilizing VII data 
for signal control. Priemer and Friedrich [14] first proposed the concept of applying VII technology to 
trafficや signalや control╆や Theyや assumeや thatや vehicle‒や ID╇や locations╇や speeds╇や andや timeや stampsや areや collectedや
through wireless communication in a range of 300 m around the intersection. A dynamic programming 
algorithm is demonstrated to optimize signal timing using 5 secs as an optimization time step within a 20 
secs prediction time horizon. Goodall et al. [18] proposed a predictive microscopic simulation algorithm 
(PMSA) for signal control. The algorithm assumes data is available in connected vehicle environment 
including position, headway, and speed. Then it utilizes a microscopic simulation model to predict future 
traffic conditions. A rolling horizon strategy of 15 secs was chosen to optimize either delay only or a 
combination of delay, stops, and decelerations. Goodall [19] considered several market proportions of 
connected vehicles (penetration rates) and the states of the unequipped vehicle were estimated based on 
the states of equipped vehicle. However, the algorithm cannot be applied in real-time due to the 
computational requirements of the parallel simulation to predict the future traffic conditions, especially for 
application to a big network. 
He et al. [20] proposed a traffic signal control framework for multi-modes in a network of traffic signals 
under VII environment named PAMSCOD. A headway-based platoon recognition algorithm was 
developed to identify pseudo-platoons in the network. A mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) 
problem was solved to find the optimal signal plan based on current traffic conditions, controller status, 
platoon data, and priority requests. Simulation-based on a VISSIM model of two modes: transit and 
passenger cars, showed that PAMSCO can reduce delay for both under-saturated and oversaturated 
conditions. The results suggest that a 40% penetration rate was critical for effectively applying the 
algorithm. One limitation of PAMSCOD is that the computational requirements increase significantly with 
increasing traffic demand, since the number of decision variables is proportional to the traffic demand, and 
as such a real-time solution is not currently possible. Under the same VII framework, He et al. [21] 
integrated multi-modal priority control for emergency vehicles, transit buses, commercial trucks, and 
pedestrians, with the consideration of coordination and vehicle actuation. The signal coordination was 
treated as a virtual priority request in the formulation. However, utilizations of traditional vehicle 
actuation logic within the priority control framework may not be optimal for non-priority vehicles. 
Mckenney and White [22] investigated the microsimulation method to predict the traffic flow evolution 
usingやvehicles‒やlocationやandやspeedやdataやcollectedやbyやVIIやtechnology╇やandやoptimizedやsignalやplansやwith the 
predicted traffic flow. Ahmane et al. [23] proposed a new approach for controlling the traffic at isolated 
intersections. They assumed that all vehicles are equipped with on-board units that allow them to 
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wirelesslyやnegotiateやtheや｠rightやofやwayをやaccording to their relative positions to the intersection. Lee et al. [24] 
studied a cumulative travel-time responsive real-time signal control method in a VII environment. The 
algorithm applied a Kalman Filter to estimate cumulative travel time under a low market penetration rate. 
The phasing with the highest combined travel time was set to be the next phase. The paper stated that at 
least 30% market penetration rate is required [20, 24]. 
Sen and Head [11] studied the signal control method for isolated intersection with traffic prediction 
based on detector data from the upstream intersection and developed the COP algorithm to optimize 
signal timing. The input traffic data to COP is predicted from detected traffic passing data at the upstream 
intersection by assuming vehicles traveling at constant speed. The COP applies both forward and 
backward recursions to search for the best timing plan within the prediction time horizon. Feng et al. [25] 
applied the COP algorithm with hypothetic data in a connected vehicle environment. However, there are 
restrictions in the COP algorithm: first, it did not consider the max green time. Therefore, more 
complications are faced in our study since the lower level of the model enumerates all cases for phase 
allocation. Second, it only considered integer stage solutions, that is, given a prediction time horizon, the 
algorithm could only find an optimal integer stage solution such as one, two, three, four or five stages 
within the prediction time horizon, which might not be the optimal solution. 
This study is aimed at developing a dynamic predictive traffic signal control framework. Compared to 
previous studies, there are basically three aspects of improvements: DPDM for flow arriving prediction 
which using statistical distribution for speed data collected at upstream cross-section and dynamically 
updated within a certain time window; a DP algorithm of EOP for exhaustively optimizing timing plans 
which considers both the minimum and maximum green times of each phase, and allows non-integer stage 
within the prediction time horizon; and a RO scheme for adapting to real-time changes in traffic flows 
which applies for both the traffic prediction and signal timing optimization in a rolling time step of 2 secs.  
III.  FRAMEWORK OF DYNAMIC PREDICTIVE CONTROL SYSTEM 
 In this section, we present a dynamic predictive control framework for responsive signal control in a 
cross-sectional VII environment. The proposed EOP algorithm optimizes the signal phase durations based 
on predicted vehicle arrivals predicted by DPDM and updates following a 2 secs RO scheme, which 
belongs to the responsive traffic signal control category. 
A. Signal timing optimization 
Here, a typical 4-approach intersection signal control is studied which has 8 phases and 4 signal timing 
stages (or called phase groups) as shown in Fig. 1. 
Barrier Barrier Barrier Barrier Barrier
1 2 3 4
5 6 7 8
Ring 1
Ring 2
Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4
 
Fig. 1. Ring barrier controller structure with stage definition for a 4-approach intersection. 
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A barrier is defined as the conflicts between movements. A phase is defined as a controller timing unit 
associated with the control of one or more movements. A stage, also called phase group is the phases 
organized by group and separating the crossing or conflicting traffic streams with time between when they 
are allowed to operate by adding a barrier between the movements. A typical example, as presented in Fig. 
1, has 4-stage, 8-phase for a control cycle. Normally, the phases or stages will run continuously step by step 
following the preset sequence for each cycle. 
Due to the sequential nature of signal timing optimization, DP algorithm [11, 26-28] is adopted here to 
search for an optimal plan based on predicted arrival traffic flow. A DP family algorithm, EOP, is proposed 
here which aims at minimizing intersection total control delay by considering both minimum/maximum 
phase green time constraints. In addition, the RO scheme is implemented to roll the timing plan 
optimization process in a 2-sec time-step by absorbing newly collected traffic data. As a result, even though 
the signal timing plan is optimized along the fixed prediction time horizon, it is only applied to the field for 
2 secs, after that a new timing plan is provided again after the optimization process. The compatibility 
between subsequent timing plans is ensured. 
In this example, the number of stages is four, the number of phases is eight as shown in Fig. 1. TABLE I 
lists the notation of parameters and variables used in this paper. 
 
TABLEやI 
NOTATION OF KEY PARAMETERS AND VARIABLES USED TO THIS PAPER. 
Variable Description Unit 
Sets   刷 Setやofやstages╆やTheやcardinalityやofやthisやsetやisやdenotedやasや】稽】╆ - 皿 Setやofやphases╆やTheやcardinalityやofやthisやsetやisやdenotedやasや】鶏】╆ - 傘斬  Setやofやstateやvariablesや嫌珍╆ - 散斬 盤嫌珍匪 Setやofやfeasibleやcontrolやdecisions╇やgivenやstateやvariableや嫌珍╆ - 
Parameters   
InputやParameters   劇 Timeやplanningやhorizonやofやtheやsumやofやallやstage╇やasやmeasuredやinやdiscreteやtimeやintervalsや
ofややッ╆ seconds 罫沈鱈辿樽  Minimumやgreenやtimeやforやphaseや件╆ seconds 罫沈鱈叩淡  Maximumやgreenやtimeやforやphaseや件╆ seconds 堅 Effectiveや clearanceやinterval╇やtheやphaseやchangeやintervalやwhichやisやtheやtotalやofやtheやyellowや
changeやandやredやclearanceやtimesやofやcurrentやphaseのstage╆ 
seconds 畦椎 岫建岻  Numberやofやvehicleやarrivalsやforやphaseや喧やatやtimeや建╆ vehicles 鯨繋椎  Saturationやflowやrateやforやphaseや喧╆ vehぉs-ｱ 繋  Smoothingやfactor╆ - 
ModelやVariables  劇 帳  Expandedや timeやplanningやhorizon╇やmeasuredやinやdiscreteやtimeやintervalやofやッ╆ seconds 行沈 Greenやtimeやelapsedやforやstageや件╆ seconds 倹 Indexやforやstagesやofやtheやdynamicやprogramming╆ - 嫌珍 Stateやvariableやdenotingやtheやtotalやnumberやofやtimeやstepsやthatやhaveやbeenやallocatedやafterや
stageや倹やhasやcompleted╆ seconds 隙珍鱈辿樽  Minimumやgreenやtimeやofやstageや倹╆ seconds 隙珍鱈叩淡  Maximumやgreenやtimeやofやstageや倹╆ seconds ゆ珍怠 Theやpossibleやminimumやvalueやofや散珍盤嫌珍匪 seconds ゆ珍態 Theやpossibleやmaximumやvalueやofや散珍盤嫌珍匪 seconds 血珍 盤嫌珍┸ 捲珍匪 Performanceやmeasureやatやstageや倹╇やgivenやstateやvariableや嫌珍やandやcontrolやvariableや捲珍╆ vehぉs 懸珍盤嫌珍匪 Valueやfunctionや〉cumulativeやvalueやofやpriorやperformanceやmeasures《╇やgivenやstateや
variableや嫌珍╆ vehぉs 
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B. EOP formulation 





maximumやphaseや greenや timeや forや eachや stageや areや calculatedや accordingやtoや theや signalや timingや parametersやasや
shownやinやEqs╆や〉ｱ-ｲ《╆やLetやや倦 噺 岫件 髪 倹 伐 な岻ガね╇やwhereやsymbolやゾやmeansやaやmodeやoperation╇やthenやweやget╈ 
 
 
隙珍鱈辿樽 噺 崔ど 件血 倹 噺 な罫替鱈辿樽 件血 倦 噺 ど 欠券穴  倹 半 に罫賃鱈辿樽 剣建月結堅  
 
(1) 
















Fig. 2. Relationship between the elapsed green time (行沈), state variables (嫌珍貸怠, 嫌珍), decision variable (捲珍), clearance 
interval (堅), total number of discrete time-steps (劇), and expanded total number of discrete time-steps (劇 帳). 
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Proper selection of  劇帳 could not only cover all possible solutions, but also reduce computation time. 
The selection method is explained as follows. COP does not allow green time to be left at the end of 劇 when 
it is less than the minimum green time of the following stage. It simply adds that time to the previous 
phase. Referring to the least common multiple idea, a method as presented in Eqs. (3-4) is developed to 
expand the prediction time horizon long enough to include a completely new phase. Therefore, there will 
be enough time to provide both green and clearance intervals which will satisfy the condition of applying 
COP. 
 
 布 盤隙珍鱈辿樽 髪 堅匪抵迭茅 貸怠珍退態 判 劇 伐 堅 隼 布 盤隙珍鱈辿樽 髪 堅匪抵迭茅珍退態   (3) 
 
 布 盤隙珍鱈叩 淡 髪 堅匪抵鉄茅 貸怠珍退怠 判 劇 隼 布 盤隙珍鱈叩淡 髪 堅匪抵鉄茅珍退怠   (4) 
 
The expanded time planning horizon 劇帳 is determined by searching for values of 耕怠茅 and 耕態茅 that both 
meet the constraints described by Eqs. (3) and (4), and the following criteria of Eq. (5) . 
 
 劇 帳 噺 max 峭布 盤隙珍鱈辿樽 髪 堅匪抵迭茅珍退態 髪 堅┸ 布 盤隙珍鱈叩淡 髪 堅匪抵鉄茅珍退怠 嶌  (5) 
 
A simple example is presented here to illustrate the DP process. Assuming signal control includes 
three stages: A, B, C, and some parameters as, 劇 噺 など secs┸ 罫鱈辿樽 噺 に 嫌結潔嫌┸ 罫鱈叩淡 噺 ね 嫌結潔嫌┸ 堅 噺 な 嫌結潔┸ 件 噺 な. 
Then, a method of decision tree is used here to explain the DP process as shown in Fig.3.  First, based on 
Eqs. (1-5), the expanded optimization time horizon is calculated, 劇帳 噺 なぬ secs. Following that, the DP 
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ら1 = 2 s
t  = 1 s
t = 2 s
t = 3 s
t = 4 s
t = 5 s
t = 6 s
t = 7 s
t = 8 s
t = 9 s
t = 10 s
t = 11 s
t = 12 s
t = 13 s
R
Decision point, when there are multiple arrows point 
to R, calculate the shortest path, and keep the 
shortest path.
 
Fig. 3. An example of a signal timing plan decision tree. 
 
In Fig. 3, different colored arrows represent different paths. The point marked in green color R is a 
decision point. The utility value of these paths is computed when there are multi-paths arrive this decision 
point. Then, the minimum utility value of the path is saved together with its path sequence, other paths are 
ignored. Therefore, only one arrow departs from the decision point. For example, when 建 噺 はs, there are 
three paths arrive the green decision point R. The green arrow path is AėAėRėBėBėBėBėR, the 
yellow arrow path is AėAėAėAėRėBėBėR, and the red arrow path is AėAėAėRėBėB ėBėR. 
Then, the utility value of these three paths are computed and the minimum one path is retained and 
through the green decision point. Other two paths are stoped at the green decision point. 
Since there are only 10 secs data in this example, the COP only considers the integer stage solutions 
which imply these plans must stop at the decision point (clearance time point R). Therefore, the process 
will be truncated at time 10 secs when applying the COP, which is marked as the red color, and all 
enumerated possible timing plans are listed in TABLE II. There are only 4 integer stage plans checked, 
because other plans not ended with clearance time (i.e., not integer stage plans) are not considered. 
However, by following the EOP algorithm, the prediction time horizon is firstly expanded, then, all 




EMUL“TEDや SIGN“LやTIMINGや PL“NSやINやCOPや〉SEC《╆ 
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Plan ID Signal Timing Plan Plan ID Signal Timing Plan 
1 岷に 髪 な┸に 髪 な┸ぬ 髪 な峅 3 岷ぬ 髪 な┸に 髪 な┸に 髪 な峅 
2 岷に 髪 な┸ぬ 髪 な┸に 髪 な峅 4 岷ね 髪 な┸ね 髪 な峅 
 
TABLEやIIIや 
EMUL“TEDや SIGN“LやTIMINGや PL“NやINやEOPや 〉SEC《╆ 
Plan ID Signal Timing Plan Equivalent signal timing plan in 10 s period 
1 岷に 髪 な┸に 髪 な┸に 髪 な┸に 髪 な┸に 髪 な峅  岷に 髪 な┸に 髪 な┸に 髪 な┸な 髪 ど峅 
2 岷に 髪 な┸ぬ 髪 な┸ぬ 髪 な┸ぬ 髪 な峅 岷に 髪 な┸ぬ 髪 な┸ぬ 髪 ど峅 
3 岷ぬ 髪 な┸に 髪 な┸ぬ 髪 な┸ぬ 髪 な峅 岷ぬ 髪 な┸に 髪 な┸ぬ 髪 ど峅 
4 岷ぬ 髪 な┸ぬ 髪 な┸に 髪 な┸ぬ 髪 な峅 岷ぬ 髪 な┸ぬ 髪 な┸に 髪 ど峅 
5 岷ぬ 髪 な┸ぬ 髪 な┸ぬ 髪 な┸に 髪 な峅 岷ぬ 髪 な┸ぬ 髪 な┸に 髪 ど峅 
6 岷に 髪 な┸に 髪 な┸ぬ 髪 な┸ね 髪 な峅 岷に 髪 な┸に 髪 な┸ぬ 髪 な峅 
7 岷に 髪 な┸に 髪 な┸ね 髪 な┸ぬ 髪 な峅 岷に 髪 な┸に 髪 な┸ね 髪 ど峅 
8 岷ね 髪 な┸に 髪 な┸に 髪 な┸ぬ 髪 な峅 岷ね 髪 な┸に 髪 な┸に 髪 ど峅 
9 岷ぬ 髪 な┸に 髪 な┸に 髪 な┸ね 髪 な峅 岷ぬ 髪 な┸に 髪 な┸に 髪 な峅 
10 岷ぬ 髪 な┸ね 髪 な┸に 髪 な┸に 髪 な峅 岷ぬ 髪 な┸ね 髪 な┸な 髪 ど峅 
11 岷ね 髪 な┸ぬ 髪 な┸に 髪 な┸に 髪 な峅 岷ね 髪 な┸ぬ 髪 な┸な 髪 ど峅 
12 岷に 髪 な┸ね 髪 な┸に 髪 な┸ぬ 髪 な峅 岷に 髪 な┸ね 髪 な┸に 髪 ど峅 
13 岷に 髪 な┸ぬ 髪 な┸に 髪 な┸ね 髪 な峅 岷に 髪 な┸ぬ 髪 な┸に 髪 な峅 
14 岷ね 髪 な┸に 髪 な┸ぬ 髪 な┸に 髪 な峅 岷ね 髪 な┸に 髪 な┸に 髪 ど峅 
15 岷ぬ 髪 な┸に 髪 な┸ね 髪 な┸に 髪 な峅 岷ぬ 髪 な┸に 髪 な┸ぬ 髪 ど峅 
16 岷に 髪 な┸ぬ 髪 な┸ね 髪 な┸に 髪 な峅 岷に 髪 な┸ぬ 髪 な┸ぬ 髪 ど峅 
17 岷に 髪 な┸ね 髪 な┸ぬ 髪 な┸に 髪 な峅 岷に 髪 な┸ね 髪 な┸に 髪 ど峅 
18 岷ね 髪 な┸ね 髪 な┸ね 髪 な峅 岷ね 髪 な┸ね 髪 な峅 
 
This example shows that the COP algorithm may not be capable of finding the optimal solution due to 
non-exhaustive searching in the solution space.  
Then, given the state 倹 and the calculated minimum and maximum green time allowed for that stage 
and the total discrete time-steps, the set of state variables is determined by Eq. (6). 
 
 傘斬 噺 崔堅┸ 橋 ┸ min岫隙沈鱈叩淡 髪 堅┸ 劇 帳 岻 件血 倹 噺 な布 岫隙陳鱈辿樽 髪 堅岻沈袋珍貸怠陳 退沈袋怠 髪 堅┸ 橋 ┸ min 峭布 岫隙陳鱈叩淡 髪 堅岻沈 袋珍貸怠陳 退沈 ┸ 劇 帳 嶌 件血 倹 半 に (6) 
 
where, デ 盤隙陳鱈辿樽 髪 堅匪沈袋珍貸怠陳退沈袋怠 髪 堅 is the minimum time length before stage 倹, and デ 岫隙陳鱈叩淡 髪 堅岻沈袋珍貸怠陳退沈  is the 
maximum time length before stage 倹. When phase jump is not considered, the state variable 傘斬 is only 
related to the state, but not necessarily in the range between 1 and 劇帳, which is discrete values as in Eq. (6). 
The same for the expanded optimization time horizon of 劇帳, the value of 傘斬 can‒tやexceedや劇帳. Therefore, the 
state variable 傘斬 is the minimum of the two maximum values, min盤デ 岫隙陳鱈叩淡 髪 堅岻沈袋珍貸怠陳退沈 ┸ 劇帳匪. 
Given the state variable 嫌珍 and the calculated minimum and maximum green time allowed for the 
stage, the set of feasible control variables is determined by Eqs. (7-9). 
 
 散斬 盤嫌珍匪 噺 崕ど┸ 橋 ┸ 隙珍鱈叩淡 件血 倹 噺 なゆ珍怠┸ 橋 ┸ ゆ珍態 件血 倹 半 に (7) 
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 ゆ珍怠 噺 max 崔隙珍鱈辿樽 ┸ 嫌珍 伐 布 岫隙陳鱈叩淡 髪 堅岻 伐 堅珍貸怠陳退怠 崢 (8) 
   
 ゆ珍態 噺 min 崔隙珍鱈叩 淡 ┸ 嫌珍 伐 布 岫隙陳鱈辿樽 髪 堅岻珍貸怠陳退態 伐 に堅崢  (9) 
 
After determining the formulas of 傘斬 and 散斬盤嫌珍匪, DP is used to search for the best timing plan. The 
process includes two stages, the first stage is called Forward recursion, which calculates the optimal value 
of the target function in every time step; the second stage is called Backward recursion, which finds the 
timing plan corresponding to the optimal value of the target function. 
C. EOP Search Process 
The forward and backward recursion of the EOP is described. 
I. Forwardやrecursion 
Step 1: Set 倹 噺 な, 嫌珍貸怠 噺 ど and 懸珍岫ど岻 噺 ど. 
Step 2: Calculate 傘斬 . 
Step 3: For 嫌珍 in 傘斬  { 
Calculate 散斬 盤嫌珍匪. 懸珍 盤嫌珍匪 噺 Min掴乳 版血珍 盤嫌珍┸捲珍匪 髪 懸珍貸怠盤嫌珍貸怠匪】捲珍 樺 散斬 盤嫌珍匪繁 
record 捲珍茅盤嫌珍匪 as the optimal solution in Step 2. 
}. 
Step 4: If (デ 盤隙賃鱈辿樽 髪 堅匪岫珍袋怠岻賃退態 髪 堅 判 劇 帳), 倹 噺 倹 髪 な, go to Step 2. 
Else STOP. 
 
The forward recursion starts with assigning the first stage as 1 and the cumulative value function as 0 
at the beginning of the optimization time horizon. For each stage, the EOP calculates the optimal decision 捲珍茅盤嫌珍匪 for each state variable 嫌珍. The objective function 血珍 盤嫌珍┸ 捲珍匪 is used to determine the state variable is 
passed to the lower optimization level with the constraint of control variable 捲珍. The calculated progress 
will be discussed in section D. The stopping criteria is met if the minimum 嫌珍 is greater than 劇帳. The 
cumulative value function cannot be improved within the period of four phase groups. The justification of 
the stopping criterion is different from that in [11], which does not consider constraint of the maximum 
green time of a phase group. 
 
II. Backwardやrecursion 
After all decisions are made for all stages, the optimal decision 捲珍茅盤嫌珍匪 of each stage can be retrieved in 
the backward recursion as follows. 
First, search for the minimum delay 懸珍茅茅 岫劇茅岻 corresponding to state variable 嫌珍茅 噺 劇┺ 劇帳, and record 蛍 噺倹茅. 
 
Step 1: Find the minimum 懸珍岫建岻 ┸ 建 樺 岷劇┸ 劇 帳 峅, record 懸珍茅茅 岫劇 茅岻 . 
Step 2: Set 蛍 噺 倹 茅 and 嫌珍茅 噺 劇 茅. 
Step 3: For 倹 噺 蛍┸ 蛍 伐 な┸ 橋 ┸な{ 
Read 捲珍茅 盤嫌珍茅匪 from the table computed in forward recursion. 




The optimal plan is retrieved from stage 蛍 噺 倹茅 since this stage denotes the minimum 懸珍茅茅 岫劇茅岻, such as 
the minimum delay or stops. In COP algorithm, the optimal plan must meet the integer stages, so the last 
stage stops at time 劇, but in the EOP algorithm, the last stage of the optimal plan stops at the range of time 
internal 岷劇┸ 劇帳峅. So, compared to the COP algorithm, the proposed EOP algorithm can obtain the optimal 
signal timing plan given the prediction vehicle arrivals [15].  
D. Calculation of performance indices 
A signal phase except the red interval is assumed to have two signal indications: green signal and 
clearance signal (yellow and all red signal). Once the timing plan is given, then, the signal indication of 
phase 喧 at time 建 is represented by 訣椎岫建岻 [28], which is denoted as follows. 
 
 訣椎 岫建岻 噺 犯ど┸ clearance signal  or red  signalな┸ green signal ┸ 建 樺 岷な┸ 劇峅┸ 喧 樺 鶏┻  (10) 
 
Based on the IQA method [30], as for phase 喧, the number of queuing vehicles 芸椎岫建岻 of the current time 建 is related to the number of queueing vehicles 芸椎岫建 伐 な岻 of the last time 建 伐 な, the number of arrived 
vehicles 畦椎岫建岻 and the number of departed vehicles 経椎岫建岻 of the current time 建. 
 
 芸椎 岫建岻 噺 芸椎 岫建 伐 な岻 髪 畦椎 岫建岻 伐 経椎 岫建岻┸ 建 樺 岷な┸ 劇峅┸喧 樺 鶏┸  (11) 
 
where, 経椎岫建岻 is the number of departed vehicles at time 建 of phase 喧, and 芸椎岫ど岻 噺 ど. 
As for phase 喧 in Eq. (11), the number of arrived vehicles 畦椎岫建岻 and the number of queuing vehicles 芸椎岫建 伐 な岻 are known. While 経椎岫建岻 is related to the signal indication of phase 喧 and the saturated leaving 
flow rate. The following section presents the computation process of 経椎岫建岻 in three situations. 
Therefore, the formula to calculate 経椎岫建岻 is as follows. 
 
 経椎 岫建岻 噺 崔ど 件血 訣椎 岫建岻 噺 ど畦椎 岫建岻 髪 芸椎 岫建 伐 な岻 件血 訣椎 岫建岻 噺 な and  畦椎 岫建岻 髪 芸椎 岫建 伐 な岻 判 鯨繋椎鯨繋椎 件血 訣椎 岫建岻 噺 な and  畦椎 岫建岻 髪 芸椎 岫建 伐 な岻 伴 鯨繋椎  ┸ 建 樺 岷な┸ 劇峅┸ 喧 樺 鶏┻  (12) 
  
Givenや嫌珍やandや捲珍╇や経椎岫建岻やcanやbeやobtainedやusingやEq╆や〉ｷ《やforや建 樺 範嫌珍貸怠 髪 な┸ 嫌珍飯╇やandや芸椎岫建岻やcanやbeやobtainedやusingや
Eq╆やや〉ｱｱ《╆やUsingやtheやIQ“やmethod╇やtheやtotalやdelayや穴椎盤嫌珍┸ 捲珍匪やofやphaseや喧やcanやbeやcomputedやasやfollows╆ 
 
 穴椎 盤嫌珍 ┸捲珍匪 噺 布 芸椎 岫建岻鱈辿樽盤鎚乳 ┸脹匪痛退鎚乳貼迭袋怠  (13) 
 
Given 嫌珍,捲珍, the total delay of time-interval 範嫌珍貸怠┸ 嫌珍飯 is calculated by adding up those delay associated 
with each phase 喧, that is, 
 
 血珍 盤嫌珍┸ 捲珍匪 噺 布 穴椎 盤嫌珍┸捲珍匪椎樺牒  (14) 
 
Therefore, the following can be derived based on Eqs. (13-14). 
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 血珍 盤嫌珍┸ 捲珍匪 噺 布 布 芸椎 岫建岻鱈辿樽盤鎚乳 ┸脹匪痛退鎚乳貼迭袋怠椎樺牒  (15) 
 
The optimization model for each stage can be summarized as follows. 
 min 布 穴椎 盤嫌珍┸捲珍匪椎樺牒  (16) 
 s┻ t┻ 
 穴椎 盤嫌珍┸捲珍匪 噺 布 芸椎 岫建岻鱈辿樽盤鎚乳 ┸脹匪痛退鎚乳貼迭袋怠 ┸ 喧 樺 鶏┻  (17a) 
 
 
経椎 岫建岻 噺 崔ど 件血 訣椎 岫建岻 噺 ど畦椎 岫建岻 髪 芸椎 岫建 伐 な岻 件血 訣椎 岫建岻 噺 な and  畦椎 岫建岻 髪 芸椎 岫建 伐 な岻 判 鯨繋椎鯨繋椎 件血 訣椎 岫建岻 噺 な and  畦椎 岫建岻 髪 芸椎 岫建 伐 な岻 伴 鯨繋椎 ┸ 建樺 範嫌珍貸怠 髪 な┸ min盤嫌珍┸ 劇匪飯┻ (17b) 
 




衿衿緊罫椎鱈辿樽 判 布 訣椎 岫建岻鎚乳痛退鎚乳貼迭 袋怠 判 罫椎鱈叩淡 件血 嫌珍 判 劇な 判 布 訣椎 岫建岻脹痛退鎚乳貼迭 袋怠 判 罫椎鱈叩淡 件血 嫌珍 伴 劇
喧 樺 鶏┻ (17d) 
 
where, Eq. (17d) includes the constraints of minimum and maximum green time. If the time of the end 
of the last stage is within the optimization time horizon, the green time needs to satisfy the minimum and 
maximum green time constraints. Else if the time of the end of the last stage exceeds the optimization time 
horizon, then, the phase green time no needs to satisfy the minimum green time constraint, but just needs 
to satisfy the sum of running green time and the green time at the beginning of the next optimization is 
greater than the minimum green time of the phase.  
E. An RO solution based on cross-sectional VII data  
If the vehicle arriving distributions of all phases are known, an RO scheme can be applied for signal 
timing optimization. The flowchart of the RO process is presented in Fig.4. The flowchart includes a key 
part: EOP algorithm.  To illustrate the EOP algorithm, a simple illustrative example is presented in section 
IV. In addition, the more details of vehicle arriving distributions for EOP algorithm in a cross-sectional VII 




Fig. 4. Flowchart of the RO process. 
 
 
As shown in Fig.4, the RO process includes the following three steps. 





interval╇やchangeや theや signalや phase╇や andや goやtoや Stepや ｱ╉や ifや terminateや theや greenや interval╇や thenや startや theや
clearanceやinterval╇やandやgoやtoやStepやｱ╆ 
 
IV. AN ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE 
A typical intersection is used to illustrate the proposed optimization process, which has 8 phase and 4 
phase groups (Fig. 1). The operating sequence of the phase groups is A┸ B┸ C┸ D┸ A┸ B┸ C┸ D┸ 橋 with starting 
phase group of A. We assume the optimization time period 劇 噺 など secs.  The vehicle arrives of the future of 
10 secs are shown in TABLE V. Also, we assume the same minimum green time 罫鱈辿樽 噺 に 嫌結潔嫌, the 
maximum green time 罫鱈叩淡 噺 ね 嫌結潔嫌, clearance interval period 堅 噺 な 嫌結潔嫌, the saturated flow rate 鯨繋 噺に懸結月 ゲ 嫌貸怠 for all phases. 
Clearly, at the beginning, it does not satisfy the rolling optimization condition. Until 建 噺 に, then 行怠 噺に 半 隙怠鱈辿樽 which meets the rolling optimization condition. The initial queue of each phase is computed 
based on the vehicle arriving data of the first 2 secs as shown in TABLE IV. 
 
TABLEやIV 
INITIAL QUEUE FOR ALL PHASES. 
P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 
0  1.87  0.56  1.30  0  0.26  0.14  0.32  
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Then, following Eqs. (3-5), the expanded optimization time horizon is determined as 劇帳 噺 なぬ 嫌結潔嫌, 
after setting the vehicle arrivals as 0 for time period beyond 10 secs, the final arriving vehicle distribution 
table is as shown in TABLE V. 
 
TABLEやV 
EXPAND ARRIVAL DATA FOR ALL PHASES IN THE OPTIMIZATION RANGE. 
Time P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 
1 0.18  0.43  0.34  0.80  0.08  0.18  0.22  0.52  
2 0.41  0.96  0.17  0.41  0.24  0.56  0.30  0.70  
3 0.06  0.13  0.33  0.78  0.17  0.39  0.11  0.26  
4 0.32  0.75  0.20  0.47  0.44  1.02  0.22  0.50  
5 0.10  0.23  0.28  0.65  0.26  0.61  0.04  0.10  
6 0.33  0.76  0.34  0.79  0.04  0.10  0.03  0.08  
7 0.01  0.01  0.27  0.64  0.03  0.06  0.40  0.93  
8 0.31  0.71  0.04  0.08  0.17  0.39  0.19  0.44  
9 0.04  0.09  0.20  0.46  0.13  0.29  0.09  0.21  
10 0.26  0.62  0.11  0.25  0.41  0.96  0.30  0.70  
11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 
By following Equation (6), we can compute: 傘層 噺 岶な┸に┸ぬ岼 , and 散層岫な岻 噺 岶ど岼┸ 捲怠茅岫な岻 噺 ど˗散層岫に岻 噺岶な岼┸ 捲怠茅岫に岻 噺 な˗散層 岫ぬ岻 噺 岶に岼┸ 捲怠茅岫ぬ岻 噺 に, results are as shown in TABLE VI. 
 
TABLEやVI 
CALCULATION FOR STAGE 1. 嫌怠 捲怠茅 岫嫌怠岻 懸怠岫嫌怠岻 芸鎚迭怠  芸鎚迭態  芸鎚迭戴  芸鎚迭替  芸鎚迭泰  芸鎚迭滞  芸鎚迭胎  芸鎚迭腿  
1 0 7.18 0.18 2.29 0.90 2.09 0.08 0.44 0.36 0.84 
2 1 17.59 0.41 3.26 1.07 2.50 0.24 1.00 0.66 1.55 
3 2 29.19 0.06 3.39 1.41 3.28 0.17 1.39 0.77 1.80 
 
Then, by following Eq. (6), for stage 2, we can compute: 傘匝 噺 岶ね┸の┸は┸ば┸ぱ岼. As an example, for 嫌態 噺 ば, we 
can compute: 散匝岫ば岻 噺 岶ぬ┸ね岼. When 捲態 噺 ぬ, we can get: 嫌怠 噺 嫌態 伐 捲態 伐 堅 噺 ぬ. Meanwhile, by following Eqs. 
(8-11), we can get: 血態岫ば┸ぬ岻 噺 のな┻には. By analogy, the sample process can be applied for 捲態 噺 ね. The results are 
listed in TABLE VII, which shows the minimum value of 懸態岫嫌態岻 is 血態岫嫌態┸ 捲態岻 髪 懸怠岫嫌怠岻 噺 ばぱ┻なぱ, then, 捲態茅 噺 ね. 
The sample process applies for 嫌態 噺 ね┸の┸は┸ぱ, as presented in TABLE VIII. 
 
TABLEやVIIや 
VALUE FUNCTION FOR STAGE 2. 捲態 血態 岫ば┸ 捲態岻 嫌怠 懸怠岫嫌怠岻 血態 髪 懸怠 
3 51.26 3 29.19 80.45 
4 60.59 2 17.59 78.18 
 
TABLEやVIII 
CALCULATION FOR STAGE 2. 嫌態 捲態茅 岫嫌態岻 懸態岫嫌態岻 芸鎚鉄怠  芸鎚鉄態  芸鎚鉄戴  芸鎚鉄替  芸鎚鉄泰  芸鎚鉄滞  芸鎚鉄胎  芸鎚鉄腿  
4 2 35.79 0.97 0.75 1.59 3.75 0.93 1.02 0.99 2.30 
5 2 50.19 0.89 0.37 1.87 4.40 1.11 0.61 1.03 2.40 
6 4 62.25 1.40 5.13 2.21 0.79 1.23 3.12 1.06 0.08 
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7 3 80.45 0.82 0.01 2.48 5.83 0.94 0.06 1.46 3.41 
8 4 97.65 1.13 0.71 2.52 5.91 1.11 0.39 1.65 3.85 
 
Following the previous process, we can compute the target value of each stage, then, according to the 
stop criteria, as for the time 倹 噺 の, the optimization process reaches the end. The target value of each stage 
is listed in TABLE IX and the value of all variables in TABLE X.  
 
TABLEやIX 
VALUE FUNCTION FOR ALL STAGES. 嫌 懸怠 懸態 懸戴 懸替  懸泰 
1 7.18 め め め め 
2 17.59 め め め め 
3 29.19 め め め め 
4 め 35.79 め め め 
5 め 50.19 め め め 
6 め 61.25 め め め 
7 め 80.45 77.35 め め 
8 め 97.65 79.55 め め 
9 め め 93.08 め め 
10 め め 126.53 119.33 め 
11 め め 116.34 107.81 め 
12 め め 116.34 103.83 め 
13 め め 130.21 100.54 154.09 
 
As shown in TABLE V, the minimum value of those rows 10-13 is 懸替岫なぬ岻, 嫌替茅 噺 なぬ, and 捲替茅岫嫌替茅岻 噺 ね. Since 嫌戴茅 噺 嫌替茅 伐 捲替茅岫嫌替茅岻 伐 堅 噺 ぱ, then,  捲戴茅岫ぱ岻 噺 ぬ. Accordingly, we can get: 捲態茅 岫ね岻 噺 に┸ 捲怠茅岫な岻 噺 ど. The timing plan of 
the first 10 s (3-12s) is: phase group A: green 0 sec2, clearance 1 sec; phase group B: green 2 secs, clearance 1 
sec; phase group C: green 3 secs, clearance 1 sec; phase group D: green 2 secs, clearance 0 sec. Due to the 
rolling optimization scheme, the optimized plan will be implemented as follows: phase group A operates 
for 1 sec clearance interval, then, phase group B operates for a period of its minimum green interval. When 
the phase group B has run for its minimum green interval, the rolling optimization process is implemented 
again by integrating newly collected traffic data. If optimization results are extending the green interval for 
2 secs, then, the minimum and maximum green intervals constrain will be adjusted/reduced since that 
phase has already run for some green time. 
 
TABLEやX 
DECISION TABLE FOR ALL STAGES. 嫌 倹 噺 な 倹 噺 に 倹 噺 ぬ 倹 噺 ね 倹 噺 の 
1 0 め め め め 
2 1 め め め め 
3 2 め め め め 
4 め 2 め め め 
5 め 2 め め め 
6 め 4 め め め 
7 め 3 2 め め 
8 め 4 3 め め 
9 め め 3 め め 
10 め め 2 2 め 
 
2 This situation means the phase group A does not require green time, the intersection run all-red phase to clear the intersection. 
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11 め め 3 2 め 
12 め め 4 3 め 
13 め め 4 4 2 
V. CASE STUDY AND DISCUSSION 
 
The cross-sectional VII environment is modeled in traffic micro-simulation software, VISSIM [31], DPDM 
[15] is used to predict the arriving vehicles based on speed data of the upstream VII cross-sectional, and the 
proposed optimization method is built through COM technology. The optimized signal timing parameters 
are then applied to signal controller in real-time, also model performance data is collected for model 
evaluation. The framework of the simulation experiment is presented in Fig. 6. 
In a real road network, vehicles are equipped with OBUs that is able to communicate with the RSUs in a 
cross-sectional VII environment. In a VISSIM simulation environment, the loop detectors are used to model 
the cross-sectional VII environment which gathers the speed data at the upstream cross-section. The control 
system has two components: dynamic platoon dispersion model and EOP algorithm. The dynamic platoon 
dispersion model (DPDM) proposed platoon dispersion model based on real-time cross-section VII data, 
which predicts vehicle arrivals in real time, with more details in [15]. Then, the output of the EOP 
algorithm is the optimal signal duration for each phase. The optimal solution is then converted to a list of 
signal control events and sent to the signal control interface. 
A real road network is modeled in VISSIM, which includes 5 signalized intersections. In order to 
model the cross-sectional VII environment, detectors in VISSIM is set up at the predefined upstream 
cross-sectionやtoやcollectやvehicles‒やspeed and time stamp information when they pass the location. Later, that 
information is forwarded to the optimization program through COM connection [32]. Based on the 
real-time speed data, DPDM [15] predicts the arriving flow distribution at downstream stop-line. Then, the 
signal controller adjusts the signal timing parameters according to the optimization results in real time. 
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Fig. 6. Framework for a simulation experiment. 
 
For comparison, full-actuated control after parameters optimization is used as the background to 
evaluate the performance of the dynamic prediction control system. Intersection delay, which can be easily 
obtained in VISSIM, is chosen as the main evaluation criteria. 
A.  Case study 
Fig. 7 presents a real road network at the City of Chengdu, China, which has a typical grid structure. 
Geometric data is collected in the field in order to reflect the field condition, and is further coded into 
VISSIM. There are totally 5 intersections; the one numbered 5 is chosen as the testing intersection for the 
proposed control system as shown in Fig. 7. Full actuated control is applied to all the other intersection. 
Cross-sectional VII is set up at all 4 upstream locations for the testing intersection. As a reasonable 
simplification, no right-turn traffic is modeled in this study, only through and left-turn traffic flow is 
modeled [11, 25]. So, the turning percentages of the case intersection are listed in TABLE XI. 
TABLEやXI 
THEや TURNINGやPERCENT“GESや 〉ゾ《やOFやTHEや STUDYや INTERSECTION╆ 
Node 1 2 3 4 
1 - 32 68 - 
2 - - 26 74 
3 63 - - 37 
4 38 62 - - 
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Simulation pre-warm time is set at 900 secs, and effective simulation time is 3600 secs. Different traffic 
volume levels are modeled in VISSIM in order to test the compliance of the proposed control system to real 
traffic conditions. The average delay and the average queue length of two control methods are collected 
from simulation data and plotted in Fig.8 to compare the performance of the two methods. 
  
a) Road network                     
   
        b) The controlled intersection 





(a) Average vehicle delay 
 
(b) Average queue length 
Fig. 8. Delay and queue length versus volume for full-actuated control and the proposed control system. 
 
As shown in Fig. 8(a), the average vehicle delay increases as traffic volume increases. Comparing to 
full-actuated control, the proposed control system always has lower average vehicle delay. The similar 
result is observed when comparing the average queue length, as shown in Fig. 8  (b). It can be concluded 
that the proposed control system demonstrates improvement comparing to traditional full-actuated 
control. 
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B. Discussion of result 
Detailed performance data of the two control methods for each phase under four volume levels (250 
veh/h/lane, 333 veh/h/lane, 417 veh/h/lane, and 500 veh/h/lane) is listed in TABLE XII and TABLE XIII.  
As shown in TABLE XII and TABLE XIII, reduction of average delay and average queue length are 
observed for all phases. For the studied intersection, the proposed control system can reduce up to 33% of 
the average vehicle delay and 35% of the average queue length compared to the full-actuated control, 
proving the effectiveness of the proposed control system. 
Meanwhile, the variance of the average delay and queue length is calculated and listed in TABLE XIV. 
It can be seen from TABLE XIV that the variance of the proposed control system is lower than that of the 
full-actuated control when traffic volume is low and higher when the traffic volume is high. It means the 
proposed control system will sacrifice some balance among movements in order to achieve the overall 
optimal performance. Therefore, multiple objectives including stops, queue length, and balance among 
movements will help improve the optimization performance which should be considered in future work. 
 
TABLEやXII 
COMP“RISONや OFや “VER“GEや VEHICLEや DEL“Yや 〉SECのVEH《や INや E“CHや PH“SEや UNDERや DIFFERENTや VOLUMEや
LEVELSや 〉VEHのHのL“NE《╆ 
Volume  Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4 Phase 5 Phase 6 Phase 7 Phase 8 Average  Improvement 
250 41.4/24.0 27.4/18.1 39.5/27.9 28.7/19.6 38.2/24.9 28.2/19.3 40.8/29.3 29.5/19.1 34.21/22.78 -33.43% 
334 54.1/32.6 35.1/26.7 51.1/37.0 37.6/23.2 40.6/25.1 32.8/18.5 43.6/27.7 33.4/19.6 41.04/26.30 -35.91% 
417 59.4/36.5 42.2/25.4 58.1/40.9 46.9/26.1 50.6/30.8 42.4/23.4 58.3/35.1 40.4/24.2 49.79/30.30 -39.14% 
500 63.5/38.6 51.1/29.4 67.7/56.4 50.4/28.9 59.1/36.8 56.2/30.6 66.5/64.2 54.2/27.9 58.59/39.10 -33.26% 
Note: The values are: Average vehicle delay under actuated control / dynamic predictive control.  
 
TABLEやXIII 
COMP“RISONや OFや“VER“GEやQUEUEやLENGTHや 〉M《や INや E“CHやPH“SEやUNDERや DIFFERENTやVOLUMEやLEVELSや
〉VEHのHのL“NE《╆ 
Volume  Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4 Phase 5 Phase 6 Phase 7 Phase 8 Average  Improvement 
250 8.9/5.1 9.8/6.2 11.4/7.7 9.4/6.5 8.1/5.1 10.5/6.6 9.8/6.8 10/6.4 9.74/6.30 -35.30% 
334 16.3/9.0 15.1/11.1 20.7/13.7 16.2/9.7 8.2/5.1 11.8/6.6 10.1/6.2 11/6.8 13.68/8.53 -37.66% 
417 20.9/11.4 19.9/11.8 25.5/16.5 21.1/11.1 14.1/8.1 19.9/10.2 20.8/11.1 17.3/9.5 19.94/11.21 -43.76% 
500 23/12.3 25.7/14 30.1/26.4 24.6/12.8 19.9/11.8 30.5/15 28.4/29.1 26.1/12.2 26.04/16.70 -35.86% 
Note: The values are: Average queue length under actuated control / dynamic predictive control.  
TABLEやXIV 
V“RI“NCEやOFや“VER“GEやVEHICLEやDEL“Yや“NDやQUEUEやLENGTHや〉M《やFORやE“CHやPH“SEやUNDERやDIFFERENTや
VOLUMEや LEVELSや 〉VEHのHのL“NE《╆ 
Volume 250 334 417 500 
Actuated control 39.15/0.99 64.56/16.87 63.32/10.71 45.44/13.01 
Dynamic predictive control 18.91/0.75 39.01/8.40 42.94/6.00 190.09/48.12 
Note: The values are: Variance of average vehicle delay for each phase/ Variance of average queue length for each phase.  
 
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
A. Conclusion 
In this paper, a dynamic predictive control framework is proposed for traffic signal control in a 
cross-sectional VII environment, which applies EOP algorithm to update timing plan in real time based on 
short-term predicted traffic flow. In the cross-sectional VII, the distribution of arrival traffic at downstream 
stop-line is predicted using DPDM. The EOP algorithm uses a full enumeration method to search for the 
optimal timing plan under the minimum and maximum green time constraints with the objective of 
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minimizing delay. Meanwhile, the RO scheme is adopted to dynamically optimize the timing plan by 
integrating newly collected data, which can be applied in a rolling horizon of 2 secs. 
Simulation study of a real road network is carried out in VISSIM to test the performance of the proposed 
method. COM technique is used to communicate with VISSIM from outside the program. Full-actuated 
control is selected to be compared with the proposed control method. Results show that the proposed 
method can reduce up to 33% of the average delay and 35% of the average queue length. Traffic detection 
environment and the dynamic platoon dispersion models make it possible for signal control system to have 
short-term prediction capability which contributes to a new generation of signal control which is the 
dynamic predictive signal control framework. 
B. Future work 
Predictive signal control for single intersection actually applies the implicit coordination between 
subsequent intersections; future work can explore the explicit coordination control (with coordinated green 
bands) in a VII environment. Besides, there are still some open areas worth investigation, such as: 
combined objectives (including stops, queue lengths et al.) optimization to achieve more balanced signal 
control plans; multi-cross-sectional VII environment to improve the accuracy of traffic flow prediction; and 
feedback strategy to gain more robust control by using the post-eventやvehicle‒sやcontrolやdelay╇やqueueingやandや
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